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Abstract 
Nonconvex nonsmooth energy functions lead to hemivariational inequalities. The subjects of the present 
paper are dynamic hemivariational inequalities without and with impact effects. First some existence and 
approximation results are obtained for dynamic hemivariational inequalities without impact effects. Then 
for the case of impact a new type of variational expressions has been obtained including variations of 
the time and the place of impact and the corresponding dynamic hemivariational inequalities have been 
formulated. 
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I. Introduction 
The present paper contains the original parts of the plenary lecture of the author at the Interna- 
tional Symposium on Mathematical Modelling and Computational Methods "Modelling 94" which 
took place in Prague, 29 August-2 September 1994. Therefore, the title of plenary lecture which 
was "Modelling of Nonconvex Nonsmooth Energy Problems and Numerical Applications" has been 
slightly changed. Concerning static hemivariational inequalities and their numerical treatment we re- 
fer to [11, 12]. Here we deal with dynamic hemivariational inequalities including impact effects. We 
derive and study first certain variational expressions without impact and then we add certain terms 
corresponding to the impact effects. 
The notion of hemivariational inequality is closely connected with the notion of generalized gra- 
dient of Clarke. As it is defined in [5, 6], nonconvex and or nonsmooth energy functions called' 
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superpotentials lead to hemivariational inequalities. The classical potential law 
- f  = grad q,(v), (1.1) 
where • is a potential function relating the "forces" f to the "velocities" v can be generalized if
is nonconvex and nonsmooth and takes the form 
- f  C OgP(v), (1.2) 
where O denotes the generalized gradient of Clarke [2]. By definition (1.2) is equivalent to ~°(u, u*)/> 
- ( f ,  u*) Vu* E U, where ~0(., .) denotes the directional derivative of Clarke and (., .) an appropriate 
duality pairing between U and its dual space. If q~ is convex and nonsmooth, then in the above 
relation O is the subdifferentialof convex analysis and • is called a convex suprepotential [4]. In the 
former case of nonconvexity ¢ is called a nonconvex superpotential, a notion introduced together 
with the notion of hemivariational inequality by the author in [7, 10]. We recall that convex (resp. 
nonconvex) superpotentials lead to variational (resp. hemivariational) inequalities. 
In the first section we present he mathematical theory of dynamic hemivariational inequalities 
without impact effects, in the second section we deal with the impact phenomenon for discrete 
systems and in the third section we deal with the impact of continuous problems and we derive a 
variational theory for problems involving impact effects. 
2. Dynamic hemivariational inequalities without impact effects 
In this section we study as a pilot problem the dynamic hemivariational inequality arising in a 
plane linear elastic body when nonmonotone skin effects are taken into account [8]. We consider 
a body which in its undeformed state occupies an open, bounded connected subset 12 C R 2. The 
boundary F of f2 is assumed to be appropriately "regular" (a Lipschitz boundary is sufficient) and 
the points x of f2 and F are referred to a fixed Cartesian coordinate system Oxlx2. The boundary 
F consists of two open disjoint parts Fv and IF. On Fu (resp. I F )  the displacements (resp. the 
tractions) are prescribed. On f2'C f2 nonmonotone skin effects appear. In order to describe skin 
effects, e.g. nonmonotone skin friction, adhesive forces, etc., we assume that the forces consist of 
two parts: f which is given and J] which is the reaction of the constraint introducing the skin effects. 
Thus we may write 
f /=  f , .+f ,  i=  1,2. (2.1) 
Here f is the given external oading (body forces, etc.) and j~ is a possibly multivalued function 
of Oui/Ot = u~ the time derivative of ui. In Fig. l (a) - (d)  we give certain relations corresponding to
skin frictional effects of monotone and nonmonotone nature. In Fig. l(e),(f) certain adhesive skin 
laws are depicted. All the aforementioned laws between J~ and u~, i = 1,2, are one-dimensional. For 
generalizations cf. [1 l, 12]. Note that all these laws are derived from noncon+ex (up to the law of 
Fig. l(a) nonsmooth energy functions by considering their generalized gradient. 
We consider the multivalued reaction-velocity law 
- j~ E ]~i(u I) = 3j~(ul), i = 1,2 on f2', (2.2) 
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Fig. 1. Graphs of the skin effects laws. 
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where fl E Lto~(R) and/~ results from fl by filling in the jumps as in [10]. Then there exists j locally 
Lipschitz such that (2.2) holds [1]. Here I2' is the part of the body where frictional or adhesive 
effects take place. We assume that t2 'c  f2, that 
J~ = 0 on I2 - t2' (2.3) 
and that t) '  = N F 0. The dynamic behaviour of the body is described on the assumptions of small 
displacements and small deformations by the relations (i, j, h,k = l, 2) 
aij,j + f = pu~' in f2 x (0, T), f = f /+ f (2.4) 
eAu) = l  5(u~,j + uj, i) in f2 x (0, T), (2.5) 
tTij = Cijhkehk in f2 × (0, T), (2.6) 
u i=Ui  on Fv x (O,T) ,  mesFv > 0, (2.7) 
Si = Fi on FF × (0, T), (2.8) 
- f~ e Oji(u~) on a '  × (0, r) ,  (2.9) 
and (2.3) holds on f2 -  f2'. Here a~j (resp. eij) denotes the stress (resp. strain) tensor, Cijhk is 
the Hooke's elasticity tensor, u~ is the displacement vector, u~ the velocity and u~' the acceleration 
vector, indices i , j ,h ,k  = 1,2, the time ranges over the interval [0, T] and the density of the body 
p -= p(x), x E t2, is assumed to be a positive function of L~(t2) (with ess inf p(x) > 0). The 
boundary tractions are denoted by S~ = o~jnj where n = {nj} denotes the outward unit normal 
vector to F. The prescribed forces and displacements f , F  and U are functions of x and t. All the 
functions in (2.3)-(2.9) are assumed initially to be regular enough. To the above relations the initial 
conditions 
ui=uoi ,  u i=u l i  for xE  ~ and t - -0  (2.10) 
are added. Here u0i and Uli are given functions of x expressing the displacement and velocity field 
at t = 0. Obviously, Uo and u~ must be compatible with the kinematical boundary condition on Fo. 
Then the kinematically admissible set 
Vad = {v Iv E [H'(~2)]E,v, = U" on Fu} (2.11) 
is introduced and the following variational formulation of the BVP is considered: 
Find u: [0, T] ~ [H1(D)] 2 with u'(t) E Uad and u"(t) E [L:([2)]: to satisfy the hemivariational 
inequality 
/ 
• 0 t (pu", v - u') + a(u, v - u') + ~ l J i (ui, vi - u~) d£2 
i= l ,2dt~ 
~(] ,v  - u') + f r  Fi(vi - uf)dr, Vv E Uad (2.12) 
F 
and the initial conditions (2.10). 
This hemivariational inequality results from (2.4)-(2.6) by multiplying (2.4) by v -  u', integrating 
over ~, and applying formally the Green-Gauss theorem. Then the boundary conditions and the 
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skin conditions (2.7)-(2.9) are taken into account. The hemivariational inequality (2.12) expresses 
physically the principle of virtual power in its inequality form. Further the subspace 
Vo = {vlv E [H'(f2)]2, v= 0 on Fu} (2.13) 
is introduced. By means of the substitutions ~= v - w and t2 = u - w, where w • [0, T] ~ [n l (~"~) ]  2
is a function such that w(t)lr ~ = U(t) we obtain the following form of the problem (problem P): 
Find a function ~: [0, T] ~ Vo with ~'(t) E Vo and ~"(t) E [L2(I2)] 2 such that 
(p~" , f  ~ ' )+a07,~-6 ' )+ ~ f .0 -, , _ - ,  >. - _  - y (ui+wi,~i ui)df2=..(@,v ~'), V~E Vo, 
i=1,2 Jr2' 
(2.14) 
and for t = 0 
z7 = zT0 = u0 - w(0),  u = ul = ul - w'(0). (2.15) 
Here 
(@,~ - a') = ( f ,~  - a') + f r  F~(~, - a l )dr  - (pw" ,  ~ - a ' )  - a(w,~ - a'). (2.16) 
Let us consider now that U = 0 on Fu for the sake of simplicity. We notice further that H~(I2) ---, 
L2(I2 ') is compact and that V = VoM{Vla, E [L~(f2')] 2} is dense in Vo for the HI-norm. In order to 
prove the existence of the solution, we consider, as in [11, Ch. 6] the regularized finite-dimensional 
problem. The following problem (problem P~) is considered now. Here fli~ is defined through a 
mollifier, i.e, fl~ = p, . f l  with p E C~( -1 ,1 ) ,  p~>0 f+~ p(~)d¢ = 1, pe(~) = (l/e)p(~/e), 0 < 
e < 1, V~ is a finite-dimensional Galerkin subspace of V. Problem P~n reads as follows. 
Find a function U,n : [0, T] ~ V~ with u'~n(t) E Vo and U"~n(t) E [L2(I2)] 2 which satisfies the 
variational equality 
(pu'~'n,v)+a(U~n,V)+ ~, fa fli~(ui'~n)vida = (~k,v), Vv E Vn 
i=1,2 t 
(2.17) 
and the initial conditions (2.10). 
The solution of problem (2.14), (2.15) is "constructed" as the limit of the solution tT~n of (.2.17) 
as  E ----+ 0,  rt ~ 0<3. 
Proposition 2.1. Suppose that for each fli, there exists ~ E R such that 
ess sup fli( ~l ) <<, 0<~ ess inf fli( ¢l ) 
( -oo , -O  (¢,oo) 
(2.18) 
and that 
f , f  ' , f  " E L2(0, T; [if(t2)]2), F,F ' ,F"  E L2(0, T; [L2(FF)]2), (2.19) 
128 
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i : 1,2, fli({ + h) - fli({) >>. _ c g¢ E R, Vh > O, c is const. > 0, (2.20) 
h 
Uo E [Hi(t2)] 2, Ui E [Hi(t2)] 2, (2.21) 
V---o ~ £ f l ie(ui i )vd~- £[Cijhkehk(Uo)],jvidQ 
i=i,2 t 
is a continuous linear functional on Vo for the [L2(Q)]Z-topolooy. 
solution ~,  of the regularized finite-dimensional problem exists and has the followin9 properties: 
(2.22) 
Under these conditions the 
u & a solution of problem (2.14), (2.15) (with U = 0 on Fu). 
Proof. (a) We set in (2.17) v = u'~.. Due to (2.18) we have [10] that fa,[3~(u~.)u~.d~2>~ 
- pipzmesl2, Pl > 0,p2 > 0 constants. Thus we obtain that 
- E P liP2i mes I2' + (pu'~'., u'~. ) + a(u~., u'~. ) <~ (~k, u'~, ), (2.25) 
i=1,2 
which reduces to 
l d (fp(u,)2df2+a(u~,,u~.))<<.(~b,u'~.)+ pl ipzimesf2'.  (2.26) 
2 dt i=l,2 
Relation (2.26) together with the well-known inequality (1" 12 the if-norm, II" II the Hi-norm) 
a(v,v)+c~lvl~>>.c21lvll z, c, const. >t0, c2 const. > 0, VvE V0, (2.27) 
implies through integration from 0 to t that 
1 , 2 ~plu=.h + c~llu=.ll ~ - c, lu~.l~ ~< ½pluil~ + c~lluoll ~ - c, luol~ 
/o' /o' +2 (0, ' u~.)dt + 2 cdt, c const. > 0, (2.28) 
because PliPZ~ are positive constants independent of t. Due to (2.18), (2.19), ~O,~,' E Lz(0, T; Vd). 
Thus it follows from (2.28), by means of the inequality (further c denotes the various positive 
constants) 
f0  t , 2 2 luE.l~ ~<c [u~.12 dt+ {Uo{2, (2.29) 
for c --~ O, n --+ oc 
u~n ~ u, den ~ u' in L°°(0, T; Vo) weakly., (2.23) 
It U,! u~. ~ in L~(O,T;[L2(12)] 3) weakly., (2.24) 
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the relation 
(/o )/0 t t 2 lu~.l~+ IIGIIZ~ < c 1 + (lu~.lz+ Ilu..ll=)dt + cdt 
f0 t ( fO t( ) 
t t 2 +2 (~,u~.)dt<<.c 1+ lu~.12+llu~.ll2)dt +2(qJ, u~.) 
// -2(O(O),uo) + 2 IlO'llvx Ilu~,ll dt, (2.30) 
which leads to 
(/o ) t 2 t 2 lu~.l~+llu~.ll~c 1+ (lu~.l~+ltu~.ll~)dt (2.31) 
from which it results, by applying Gronwall's inequality, 
IG I2~<c,  Ilu~,ll ~<c. (2 .32)  
(b) From (2.17), after "differentiating" with respect o t and by setting v = u/' ,  we get the relation 
, ,, [ , , ,, (pu'~",u" cn) + a(U~n,U~n) + ~ I [flic(Ui~n) ] U,~ n dO = (~k',u") (2.33) 
i=1,2 dr2 ~ 
Note that the time differentiation is formal. The procedure which follows remains valid if the dif- 
ference quotients are considered instead of the time derivatives. Because of the assumptions (2.20) 
it results that 
~,[/~,~(u;,.)]'u;~, dO = f~, dfli~(u;sn)(u" )2 
-- C f~,(U;~n) 2 d~Q~ - clu".l~ 
holds. Due to (2.34) the variational equality (2.33) gives rise to the inequality 
1 d p(u~,n)2df2+a(u~n,u~ n <~(~b,U~n)+CU~n2" 
2 dt \aa  
From (2.35), after integrating from 0 to t, by means of (2.27) and of 
/o' t 2 tt 2 lu~.12~<c u~. 2dt + lu, l~, 
we obtain the inequality 
( /0 ) t/ 2 tt 2 tt 2 u~. z + llu'~.ll= <~ c u, l lZ+lu~.(0)12+ u~. 2dt 
/o' " E ,, 2 +2 , uE~) + uc~ 2 dt. 
(2.34) 
(2.35) 
(2.36) 
(2.37) 
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Because of (2.18), (2.19), ¢" E L2(O,T;Vo), and thus we can write the relation (V o is the dual 
space of V0) 
" ' ' ' 
, u~.) = (¢  ,u~.) - (~ ' (0 ) ,u , )  - ,U~n)  
// <c(ll¢'llvollU;.ll+ 1)+ II0"llvollu;.lldt. (2.38) 
From (2.37), (2.38) we obtain the inequality 
.2  12 ,, 2 "jo'(i .2  u~.12+lluLII2<c(llu, I + lu~.(0)lz) + c lu'~.ll2+lu~.h)dt. 
(c) By setting t = 0 in (2.17), and using (2.22), we obtain the relation 
(pu'~'.(O), v) + a(uo, v) + E [ fli~(ui, )vdQ = (~k(O), v) 
i=1,2 d.o 
= (f  (o), v) + [ F~(O)v, dr. 
JF F 
But 
a(uo, v) = ~ CqhkCq(Uo)ehk(V) dO 
= - ~(Cqh,~hk(Uo)),jvidQ + frF,(O)vidF 
and, therefore, 
(pu'/.(o),,~) - f(cqh~e~(uo)).jv, ds9 = ( ]  (0),,~). 
(2.39) 
(2.40) 
(2.41) 
(2.42) 
Using (2.21) we get from (2.42) 
[u'/,(0)12 ~< c. (2.43) 
Estimates (2.39) and (2.43) imply that 
(/o ) lu'/l~ + IluLII =<c 1 + (1 " 2 , u~.lz + ]lu~.l[2)dt , (2.44) 
from which, through Gronwall's inequality, we find that 
lu'/.l= <c. I lu'~.l I ~<c. (2.45) 
(d) From (2.32) and (2.45), it is concluded that the sequences {u¢,}, {u'~,}, and {u",} are bounded, 
the first two in the space L~(0, T; V0) and the last one in L~(O,T;[L2(f2)] 2) independently of 
and n. Thus we can select subsequences, again denoted by {ut,},{u'~n }, and {u~',}, which are 
weakly, convergent. We denote the limits by u, u' and u", respectively. In the next steps we will 
show that u, u' and u" fulfill the hemivariational inequality (2.14) and the initial conditions (2.15) 
(with w = 0). 
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(e) The above estimates permit us to prove as in [11, Proposition 6.1.3] (cf. also [10]) that the 
sequences {fli~(u~,)} are weakly precompact in LI((0, T) × I2'). Accordingly, 
fli~(ui~,) ~ ;(i weakly in L'((O,T) × f2'), i=  1,2. (2.46) 
(f) Passing to the limit e ~ 0, n ~ c~ we obtain 
] /o (pu", v) + a(u, v) + ~ Z~v~ dO dt = (~,, v)dt Vv E L2(O, T; Vo). (2.47) i=1,2 ' 
Because of the HI(t2) ~ L2(f2 ') compactness we may apply Egoroff's theorem to show as in [10] 
(el. also [11, the proof of Theorem 6.1.1]) that 
Z~E~j(u~) a.e. on f J '×[0 ,  T], i - -  1,2. (2.48) 
(g) From (2.47) and (2.48) we obtain the hemivariational inequality 
(pu",v - u ' )+a(u ,v  - u ' )+ ~ Ji'°(ui; vi - u~) df2 - (~b,v -u ' )  dt~>0 
i=1,2 ' 
VV E L2(0, T; V0), (2.49) 
where u' E L~(0, T; V0), by applying the definition of the generalized gradient. Note that (2.49) 
can be considered as the expression of Hamilton's principle for the problem under consideration. 
Moreover, u and u' satisfy the initial conditions (2.15) (with w = 0) because of (2.23), (2.24) (cf. 
e.g. [3, p.223-224]). 
(h) From (2.47), (2.48), the pointwise inequality (2.14) (with w = 0) will be derived. To this end, 
we consider for K > 0 the sequence {OK} of the intervals of the form 0K = (to--IlK, to+ I lK)C(0,  T), 
and we put in (2.49) v = u',Vt q[ OK and v = ~, Vt E OK. Here 17 denotes a fixed element of Vo. 
Then (2.49) reduces to 
IOKI [ (pu" ,~-  u') + a (u ,g -  u') 
.o Ji(U~,V~ - u~)d~ - (0 ,~-  u')]dt >~0. (2.50) 
i=1,2 t 
Further, we let K ~ o~ and we apply Lebesgue's theorem. Then 
10KI [(pu",o) + a(u,f)  - (~k, ~)] dt --~ (pu"(to),f) + a(u(to),~) - (~O(t0), ~) (2.51) 
for every to ~ 0' C(0, T) with meas 0' = 0, and 
l +i=l,2fo, Ji(Ui, - 
] 
Jo~. a(u,u') ~ .o , ~, u~)d(2 + (tk, u')j dt 
10 1 
(pu"(to),U'(to))+a(u(to),U'(to))+ ~ f .o , ~ Ji(Ui(to),Vi -- u~(/0)) dr2 + (~9(to),U') (2.52) 
i=1,2 J OJ 
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for every to ~ 0" c (0, T) with meas 0" = 0. From (2.50)-(2.52), it results that for to ~ 0' U 0" we 
can take in (2.50) the limit for K ---} oe. Thus the hemivariational inequality (2.14) with w = 0 is 
obtained. 
Because u E L°~(O, T; Vo) and u' E L°°(0, T; V0), it follows by the continuity theorem (cf. e.g. [9 
Section 1.4.1]) that u: [0, T] ---, V0 is continuous, and thus the initial condition u = u0 for t = 0 
makes sense. The same applies to the other boundary conditions. [] 
Note that all Galerkin sequences do not converge to the solution. Moreover, there is generally 
nonuniqueness of solution due to the lack of convexity. In Section 3 we will derive variational 
expressions on the assumption that a part of the boundary of the body is subjected to impact effects. 
3. Variational expressions for the impact problem 
We begin with a discrete system which has r degrees of freedom, and may move in the admissible 
domain (not necessarily convex) 
K : {u  E [~r, f(u)~>0} . (3 .1 )  
Thus impact occurs with the surface 
S, = {u E Nr, f (u )  = 0} . (3.2) 
The function f is assumed to be regular in the sense that grad f # 0 for f = 0. The kinetic energy 
of the system is given by the bilinear form 
r 
T = ½ ~ miu, '2 , (3.3) 
i=1 
where mi denotes the mass corresponding to the ith degree of freedom and u~ is the velocity duJdt. 
The geometric parameters of the system u~ are referred to a fixed Cartesian orthogonal coordinate 
system, which is assumed as have the metric induced by the bilinear form (3.3). Possible impacts 
with the surface S are assumed to be absolutely elastic. We denote further by v = {u' 1 ..... u'r} the 
velocity of the system, by v_ = limt__.o_ du/dt the velocity before the impact, by v+ the velocity 
just after the impact and we denote by (., .) the scalar product for the metric induced by (3.3). 
We denote by n the outward unit normal vector to S at the point of the impact and let u0 be the 
configuration of the system and to the time of the impact. 
We introduce further the normal and the tangential velocities of the system before impact VN_ 
and VT_ with respect o the surface Z and the metric (3.3), i.e. 
V : /)T_ -4-" VN_, VN_  = (v_,n)n, UT_  : 13_ - -  UN_  (3.4) 
and let vN+ and VT÷ be the corresponding velocities after impact. The motion of the system in the 
admissible domain K within a time interval [6, t2] is assumed to include the time of the first impact 
of the system with 2~. Let the forces acting on the system have a potential V, i.e. dV/~ui = - f~,  i = 
1 ..... r. From classical analytical mechanics it is well known that the motion of the present system in 
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the interior of K satisfies Hamilton's principle: the action integral ftt ~ L(u, fi)dt becomes tationary, 
i.e. 
~t2 
6 L(u,u')dt = O, 6u(tl) = 6u(t2) = 0, (3.5) 
where L = T -  V. Here 6 denotes the symbol of variations in the sense of the classical calculus of 
variations. Roughly speaking, the variations 6u are appropriately small deviations of the real trajectory 
t --, u(t). Classical Hamilton's principle holds as a stationarity principle. Additional assumptions 
about convexity (e.g. through the consideration i  V of forces derived by a convex potential - -  
or even superpotential) permit that one can derive Hamilton's principle in an inequality form. We 
prove now the following. 
Proposition 3.1. Let us consider a time &terval (tl,t2) including one impact on Z, of  the system 
considered. A trajectory t -~ ~( t ) E R ~ is a motion of the system, if and only i f  it is a solution of 
the stationarity problem (3.5). 
Proof. Let i" be the time of impact, ? E (h,t2). The trajectory of the system t --~ ~(t) satisfies the 
relations f (~(t) )  > 0 for all t E (h,?) and t E (?,t2), t ~ /" and f(z7(/')) = 0. We consider now a 
set of trajectories depending on a parameter e, e E ( -~,  +~), ct > 0, i.e., t ~ u,(t) E R r, such that 
(i) they are well defined for all e E ( -~,  +~), 
(ii) they have the property that Uo(t) = ~(t) for all t E (h,t2), 
(iii) ue(t l)  --- U(tl),Ue(t2) = t~(t2) for all e E ( - -~ ,+~) .  
Moreover, we consider that the time of impact/" is subjected to a variation depending on e and let 
t~ be an appropriately smooth function of e such that to =/'. 
Accordingly, we will have that f(u~(t~)) = 0. Finally we assume that the function (e,t) --* 
u~(t) : ( -~ ,~)  x [h,t2] --+ R r is appropriately smooth in ( -~,~)  x [fi,t~] and (-~,ct) × [t~,t2]. Further 
let us define the variated action integral 
ftl t2 f/i I2 I(e) = L(u~(t), u'~(t)) dt -- L~ dt. (3.6) 
Taking into account hat 
dunce d 
du~ dtE 
~--(t~) = (u~(t~)) 
dt~ de 
dLdu~ '~ f t~d (dL)au~ dt~ f'~dLdU~dt" (3.8) - du-- , , -  dt + d-? 
(3.9) 
We will calculate its variation (classical) 
61-  dI(e) (3.7) 
de ~=0 " 
At the variated time of impact t~, t ~ u~(t) has only left and right time derivatives. Thus, we have 
ftl t~ f t l ' [  OL Ledte d L(u~(t),u'~(t))dt = t. dL du'~ du~] d-e ~ -  + dt + de du~ de J 
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and 
One 
Oe 
we get 
- - ( t l  ) - 0, (3.10) 
aL~3u~ dts dLd  e EL , OLdu~]dt~ 
Ou'~ ae (t*)+L~-~e - 8u'~ (u~(t~)) + (u~,G) Ou" dt~J de" 
From (3.8) and (3.11) we obtain 
(3.11) 
+ ft~ [~U dl \-~-u',]la(t, 6(t(t)dl" 
Here f = fi', 
(3.12) 
dif(t) = ~--~%~(t) ~=o' ~/= d-~ ~:o = 37' w=d(u~(t')) l~=o =3{,  (3.13) 
3~ denotes the variation (classical) of the tangential vector to 2; at the point of impact (recall the 
geometrical meaning of du~/dt~ at e = 0), and 6? the variation (classical) of the time of impact. 
Moreover, in order to derive (3.12) we have used the relation 
~Ls t L~ - ~u, U~, = - (T  + V)(u~(t)), (3.14) 
Ei 
i.e. for the perturbed trajectory, and then we take e = O. Analogously, one finds that 
= +) + v07(?)) 67 
'2 d ( dL ~] &7(t)dt. (3.1S) 
Accordingly, 
6I = (~_ - ~7+, 6f) - (T(f_) - T07+))67+ -~u dt \Ou / J  &~(t) dt 
a(t) 
From (3.16) we may prove that the equations of motions and the impact law imply that 6I -- 0 and 
conversely that 6I = 0 implies the equations of motion and the impact law. Indeed from (3.16) we 
obtain by assuming that 6?-- 0, i.e. t~ = ?, and 6~ = 0, i.e. u~(t~) = u~(?) = ~(?), for all e, that 
f/2 [0 L d [0L'~] 6~(t)dt. (3.16) 
+ ~uu dt \ t3u J J act) 
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6I -- 0 implies the validity of the equations of motion 
dt\~uTu, j=0  for tE[h, t )U(? , t2] .  du 
Moreover, we consider variations with 6/" = 0. They imply that 
&t = (17_ _ ~÷, ~)  = 0 
for all vectors 67 tangent o 27 at the impact point. Thus (3.18) implies that 
Relating (3 .17) ,  (3 .19)  and 6I = 0 imply that 
T(~_ ) = T(tT+); 
and finally (3.19), (3.20) yield that VN+ 
(3.17) 
(3.18) 
(3.19) 
(3.20) 
= VN.  Thus we have obtained the laws of elastic impact. 
[] 
Note also that the term under the integrals f/i"" and ft t2 ... in (3.16) is actually the classical 
expression of d'Alembert's principle, i.e., 
ft, e 6ff(t)dt = (f~ - mia")f~(t)dt . . . .  , etc. (3.21) 
~uu dt ~ art) 
Let us consider in the framework of small strain and small displacement theory a linear elastic 
body occupying an open bounded subset E2 E R 3. Let F be the boundary of the body, assumed to be 
appropriately regular. The boundary is divided into three nonoverlapping parts FF, Fu and /'1. On 
FF the boundary forces Si = tr~jnj. = F~ are given, on Fu the boundary displacements are prescribed 
(we take for the sake of simplicity that u~ = 0), and on Ft absolutely elastic impact may occur with 
a rigid support. On/'1 do not act any prescribed forces. 
Again we consider the action functional of the body, which now has the form 
~tlt2 fro 1 t2 ] ftl t2 I = ~pu d l2 -  H(u) dt = ~(u,u')dt .  (3.22) 
Here //(-) is the potential energy of the body 
H(u) = l a (u ,u ) -  fa f~uidt2 - fF FiuidF . (3.23) 
The following proposition holds. 
Propos i t ion  3.2. Proposition 3.1 holds for the defined linear elastic body in the case of absolutely 
elastic impact with a rigid support. 
Proof. We consider variations of the displacement field (t,x) ~ u(x,t) of the body such that 
all points of F1 have perturbed trajectories like the ones in the proof of Proposition 3.1 and the 
remaining points of l) - Fz have arbitrary perturbed trajectories u* - u = tSu compatible with the 
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constraints on Fv. Moreover, the time of the first impact ? is subjected to a variation and let t~ be 
its value which is a smooth function of e as in the previous section. We obtain, as before, 
dftlt~ u'~)dt L ~(u, ,  = p~,_ 6~, dr  - [T(~_ ) +/7(6)]6/" 
~=0 / 
/(_a 
- L \ \dt Ou' ~u )a(o '6if(t) dt (3.24) 
and 
~ ~(u~, = - p~,+6% dr  - [T (G)  +/7(a) ]6 i  
: E=O l 
- ~ Ou' Ou ~(,) 
where now u' = v, and v+ and v_ denote the velocity aRer and before the impact at t = ?. 
Accordingly, we may write 
L f t2 ( (d  t3~' 0~9 o)  ,t i f f(t))dt.  (3.26) 61 = , P(Vi_ - Oi+)6f~dF - [T(O_) - T(f+)]6t ' -  dt Ou' Ou a(t) 
In the above formulas (., .) denotes the linear form (or if one introduces function spaces, the duality 
pairing). Thus, we have 
-- [ ei6" i dF  : [ ( -{T i j . j -  f -~- p~l;')6~li d~-~-~- [ (S i - e i)6~l i dF--~ ~_ Si6~l i dE, (3 .27 ,  
.IF F J~ JFF JFI 
where the well-known Hooke's law and the linear strain-displacement relations hold. The last equality 
results by means of the Green-Gauss theorem. Accordingly, (3.26) and (3.27) imply that 
I /t':£ 61 = P(~i_ - t~.)6~i dF - [T(~_) - T(~+)]67+ (trod + f - pfii')6fi~ dDdt / 
- f / : LF (S i -F i )G f f idFdt -L 'LS iGf ' t idFdt - f / : LS iG~idFdt  , (3.28) 
The last two integrals concerning the part of the boundary F1 on which impacts may occur at 
t = ? are equal to zero because on F~ do not act any given forces for t < /" and t > ?. Note that ffi' 
is well defined in the interior of the body, but it is not defined at the points of Ft at t =/" which 
are subjected to an impact with the support. 
The proof of the proposition is completed as in Proposition 3.1. [] 
In the above proofs we have considered separately the singular part of the problem resulting 
from the impact phenomenon. Moreover, we have assumed that the functions of the problem are 
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appropriately smooth. Since we consider separately the impact singularity one could work more 
rigourously within the Sobolev space framework. Thus vanishing of the two last terms in (3.28) is 
justified. 
Let us now consider the problem studied in Section 2 where we assume now that F is divided 
into FF, Fu and FI as in the previous problem and on the force-free boundary F/ impact may occur. 
From the expression of action variation 
61 = ~_ .p(~,_ - ~i+ )(~Ti dF - [T (~_) -  T(~+)]~t" 
d/ '  / 
+ (~a,J + fi - P~i')~i d~dt  - - F~)&Ti dF dt, (3.29) 
where o o and e a are connected with Hooke's law and e 0 and u~ with the classical strain-displacement 
relations, one can deduce the following results. From (3.29) we see that one can consider Newton's 
conjecture as a subsidiary condition for the problem. Indeed (3.29) implies that d'Alembert's prin- 
ciple, i.e. the two last terms in 6/ = 0, is modified by adding via Lagrange multipliers the two 
subsidiary conditions describing the absolutely elastic impact. One can build up the theory by con- 
sidering the equations of motion and the impact relations in the time interval [h, t2]. The equations 
of motion will be multiplied by a variation of the displacements and then Green-Gauss theorem will 
be applied. The impact relations are treated as subsidiary conditions by using Lagrange multipliers. 
A dimensional analysis shows that the Lagrange multipliers have the meaning of 8~ and 6? as in 
(3.29). In problems like the one of Section 2, we have variation of the velocities. Thus here we 
apply the same procedure by multiplying the equation of motion by v-  u'. 
Then the impact problem is govement by the following hemivariational inequality expressing the 
variation of the functional: 
-,, - .o -, ' e ,  - ~ i )d f2  - (~b,O - ~') at (pu , v - ~') + a(~,v - ~') , j  (u i + wi, 
- -  ,)dr - - - ? )>/0 ,  (3.30) 
j / "  / 
which holds for every v C V0 in the admissible domain, every ~ compatible with the contraints 
of the problem and every ?*. Moreover the initial condition (2.15) must hold. Note that (3.30) is 
not a variation of a genuine action functional, due to the variations ~ - ~' under the integral. The 
mathematical study of this type of hemivariational inequalities including impact phenomena is a still 
open problem. 
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